Three times the celebration as Beaumaris triplets finish their Brighton Secondary College VCE exams
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Schools out forever for Brighton Secondary College triplets Jameel, Kareem and Salaam.
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SCHOOL'S out forever for the Al Marashli triplets.

The Beaumaris brothers have just finished their final VCE exams at Brighton Secondary College, with the last VCE exams to be sat today.

Although the 18-year-olds are identical in looks, their career outlooks couldn't be more different.

Jameel wants to be an animator, Kareem a doctor and Salaam an architect.

All three said they were glad exams were over, and believed they had done well.

"Obviously I was stressed out about all my school education coming down to these exams, (but) in reality because I prepared myself to the best of my ability and took good notes throughout the year, they were not as stressful as I thought they would be," Kareem said.

High school graduates will get their ATAR scores and VCE results on December 16.